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Enhancements: 

1. There are now Latitude and Longitude fields on the Locations form for Location Types with a “Point” GIS 
reference. 

 

2. Fleet Settings (below) have been reorganized based on Work Order Header relevance. There are now four new 
check boxes added for Fleet Work Order Assignee (Enable Work Order Assignee, Require Work Order Assignee, 
Use Logged-In Employee as Assignee, and Work Order Detail Inherits Assignee). 

  

3. The Fleet Work Order (above) and related Fleet Work Order Detail form now have a droplist of mechanics 
labeled “Assignee.” The label is hyperlinked to open the mechanics employee record in the Employee form. 

4. The Fleet WO Status form has been enhanced to accommodate Fleet WO Assignee as part of the 
employee/mechanic droplist filter for both screen display and listing report. 
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Enhancements cont.: 

5. Fleet    FormOnBoardDiagnosticCodes, FormOnBoardDiagnosticCodesLookup    The On-Board Diagnostics search 
performance has been enhanced, and a red disclaimer message appears when the search returns no records. 
Also added Screen Name to Database.   I get RTE 50003 if I click on the OBD Look Up button in a Fleet WO. (PM- 
Me too)  

6. Fleet    ModuleDB, ModulePubDef    Added support for Fleet WO Assignee to GetFleetSettings    Avalon and 
others. (PM- I don’t know how to improve the description or provide a screenshot) 

7. Fleet    ModuleImportFuelLog    Added new combined DATETIME field format for when the transaction data has 
date and time in the same field without the expected delimiter. When DATETIME is used, neither DATE nor 
TIME should be used and vice versa.    Branchburg  (PM- Same as above). 

Fixes: 

1. When assigning an Employee to a User record, the system will no longer encrypt the user's phone number when 

fetching it from the Employee record. 

 

2. The PM Schedule form for Fleet Equipment has been fixed so that the Up Coming Items Only option will allow 
management of PM schedules that are time-based.  
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3. Unauthorized edits to Inspections has been fixed, addressing two user powers:  Can Modify Incomplete 
Inspections Only; and Use Limited for this Inspector-User Only. (PM- Not sure about the description or if 
screenshot is needed) 

 

4. An Inspections prompt has been fixed so the message asks appropriately “Are you sure?" instead of "Are you 
sure you?" 

 

5. INSP    FormInspectionToDo    Fixed so templates with fixed and floating intervals both appear in the to do list's 
inspection template drop list. (PM- I don’t know how to improve the description or provide a screenshot). 
                Not sure this is working for Fixed.  Fixed templates show up in the dropdown list, but never generate 
anything, regardless of time/status filters. I keep getting a RTE 13 Type mismatch at various times.  Can’t pin 
down exactly what causes it. 
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6. INSP    FormUser    Fixed tool tip on INSP tab for check box "Can Modify Incomplete Inspections Only" (PM- Not 
sure how to improve the description or if screenshot is correct/needed)     

 
 

7. Core    FormListReports    Fixed how query where clause is created in CreateListAttributeData() to prevent a 
RTE. 

8. FLT    ModuleImportFuelLog    Fixed processing of new DateTime format. 

9. FLT    FormFleetSR    Fixed call to GetEqpOperator - the first argument was not a long int and was causing a 
RTE. 
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